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while 'cores of books
written about the Greet
hat,, each new writer seems
re fuller
win imatisogid
no difficulty in uncot :
material. Ot to arrive
new conclusion conCerning
way the night. As I left home before
(By Charles lionce)
We college people have a
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my courting days
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rea- could not spend Sunday
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always
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In the -first place, in spite
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he did. The older boys had been
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the going and "comp'ny", there
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courting
cetning disbelievers.
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expected
to "up
for the people and
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Our Troubled World

ever
time that the world has
We are in the most difficult
made beis
it
but
t,
statemen
repeated
knoWn. This is not just a
to consider
ons. It would be well for us
cause of several observati
predicament
the
of
because
,
and carefully
these observations soberly
consider the
himself. We shall not only
in which mankind finds
we shall try to consider a
but
himself,
finds
man
plight in which
some
few .of the remedies.
remedies, *e all seem to have
It is true, concerning the
facing us today. A
are
that
problems
the
to
conception of a solution
should do
answer as to just what we
lot of us seem to have the
of us asks,
one
each
and
•varied
are
and how. But the answers
"what is the right solution?"
the knowledge of man. ToFirst, let us observe the fact
about things than we have ever
and
things
of
more
know
day we
we
a spot on this earth about which
known before. There is not
g.
somethin
do not know
we have today is almost imThe scientific knowledge that
venture into the infinitesimal
and
planes
fly
measurable. Man can
is able to transport thousman
planes
By
re.
areas of the atmosphe
g bombs upon the
deadenin
drop
and
ands of men in a few hours
to travel upon the seas 'and under
face of the earth. Man is able
therein. Because of the scientific
them and know what is contained
ted by man, he has been able to
knowledge that has been accumula
themselves, to sail across
within
cities
almost
vessels,
build large
able to dig down into the •
been
has
Man
time.
record
the seas in
that many new elements have
composites of the earth and from
to build or to destroy.
either
work,
to
put
been discovered and
shrunken. We mean
Allegorically, we say that the earth has
traveling and the
our
to
n
limitatio
no
that there are no boundaries,
different peoples in all parts of
little time it takes in contacting
for General Wu to fly over
the earth. It is only a matter of hours
the U. N., as it is only a matter of
with
meet
and
oceans
great
the
from England to confer with
hours for Attlee to fly to Washington
take only a matter of
would
it
be,
needs
If
Truman.
President
nations in their awn
different
the
of
leaders
the
minUtes to contact
ways.
many
in
size
in
shrunken
has
countries. The earth
observed is far too
This scientific knowledge that we have
And, perhaps, it is TOO
great for us to realize its significance.
that we are not God. The
GREAT for us. We must remerriber
And it is only God who
wisdom of God is far greater than ours.
when man endeavors to have
For
wisdom.
such
contain
to
able
is
that God has, he bethe wisdom of God, or the kind of wisdom
, because he is a human
troubled
and
d
perplexe
,
confused
comes
Angels. Perhaps, this is
being, and he is a little lower than the
is to far away from
problem
the
of
solution
the reason why the
knowledge, and yet we know
us. It is because we have so much
so little.
ourselves as a
Then take the vicious circle in which we find
be called the economic
second observation. That vicious circle could
granted increase
status of the country. Constantly there is being
increase in prices,
The
prices.
in
increase
the
then
and
in wages,
the other, but
and then the increase in wages. First, one and then
is a fact that
how far can we go, to what height can we reach? It
before. Yet,
the laboring man is now making more than he has ever
more for
more is taken from his check, and he has to pay much
the things he buys.
that
Are we drawn into this vicious circle in such a manner
slaves
we are unable to do anything about it? Have we become
and the
to this economic status of our country? The statisticians
such
economist spend days and nights trying to solve problems
as this. And, yet, with the knowledge that they have, they scratch
are
they
their heads, and with hlin-red eyes they admit that
still within the vicious economic circle.
Have we lost the simpleness of life? Can it be true that we
living?
have pushed the Master aside for a more complex way of
ng
Have we allowed knowledge to control us instead of controlli
knowledge ourselves?
Yes, we have rumors of wars, and we are in the midst of a
war. Why? Simply because man is not big enough to be simple.
We gained what we lost in Korea, but that wasn't enough, ALL of
Korea had to be obtained. Russia took over part of Germany and
China, but that wasn't enough. ALL must be obtained. The
laboring man received a wage increase, but that wasn't enough
for more increases must be had. This is why we have a troobled
—(By Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido)
world.

Little Chips

ing, that's just too much.
Did you know that in the past
five years Kentucky has thrown
away a million dollars ($1,000,000) on unnecessary elections.
And we're going to continue to
waste that tax money, not to mention hundreds of thousands of
dollars spent in campaigns, and
countless man-hours of wasted
labor until we change the election
laws.
Few states besides Kentucky
have elections every year, and we
can do quite well with an election every other year, in just the
even-numbered years. We can because others do and they save a
goodly number of pennies in doing so.
To change the law will not be
easy. Political jobs are cherished,
for one thing. And, another reason—it will take a lot of planning
and work. Although the next
General Assembly will not be
meeting for more than a year, it
is still not one minute too' early
to begin this work and planning
In 1947, the primary and general election cost Kentucky taxpayers a total of $363,000. In 1948,
the cost of both was $348,000. In
1949, 391,000. And, this year, the
bill for the privilege of voting
was just over $460,000.
rid
in
to
y
Moving
Wethcrb
Governor
to
see
We are glad
The cost has gone up since 1947,
are
there
d
is
estimate
It
names.
illegal
Kentucky's voter lists of
and it is highly likely that it
ion
from
registrat
be
purged
upward of 400,000 names that ought to
will continue to rise. The cost of
rolls. These are names of voters who have moved away or died. just plain living being high, it
Repeated efforts to purge the lists have been balked because Kenis no surprise that the cost of
tucky's purgation law is a farce—a literal hodge-podge of conelections is mounting.
fusion, ambiguity and contradiction.
Other examples: That unnecesTo correct this, Mr. Wetherby has asked the Legislative Re- sary election of 1947 cost the peoa
draft
and
problem
the
ly
into
to
go
thorough
ion
search Commiss
ple of Jefferson county $36,000.
new registration and purgation code for submission to the 1952 The '49 election (also unneceshas
do
so,
and
to
agreed
has
on
General Assembly. The commissi
sary) $49,000. The '47 and '49 elecannounced through its acting chairman, Senator Louis Cox of tions cost Campbell county an
Frankfort, its intention to name a bipartisan advisory committee even $50,000; $6,500 for little
to help in the task.
Franklin county, which has a lot
This is good news, indeed, and we commend Governor Wether- of absentee voters; almost $10,by, who has been in office less than a week, for his promptness in
000 in the two years in Henderstarting the ball rolling for this long-needed reform. His can be son county; and in Pike, $8,500
the beginning of a real victory for election honesty in Kentucky.
in '47 and $10,000 last year.
—The Louisville Times)
These are just a few examples
of how tax-payers' good dollars
Kentucky On The March
are thrown down the drain because of a gross inadequacy in
the law. That, however, is just
(By Ewing Galloway)
tax money.
Forrest Borderer, Warren County self-taught grass expert and
What about the other items
dairyman extraordinary, was addressing a dinner party of farmers which either directly or indirectand Smith-Hughes teachers in Henderson recently. The occasion ly also cost us dollars. There is
was the presentation of a green pastures Oscar to Fred Hayes, a the fact that thousands of countlocal dairyman and beef cattle raiser, and citations to nine other grass less man-hours are lost every
farmers, including your correspondent, who was greatly flattered. other year in campaigning. It is
no secret that employees on pubAfter showing a series of natural-color film slides he had taken on
his own farm, Borderer led a free-for-all forum, and apropos of lic payrolls go out electioneering
when they should be working.
the effects of soils upon the health of all animate creatures, he proThere is the very great and unpounded to the teachers this question:
"Have you ever known an exceptionally bright student who necesiary expense of maintaining
a headquarters the year around;
lived on an extremely poor farm?"
The teachers were stumped for the moment. They grinned a the very heavy expense of the
bit and gave no answer. Maybe they couldn't. I had an impulse to campaigns themselves—with raanswer in the affirmative but hesitated because there wan no way dio, and now television time to
of knowing the exact condition of the soil that yielded the grub be 'bought and paid-for, newspamy celebrities grew up on. In the next few minutes I recalled
per advertising, speakers' bureaus
to operate, travelling expenses.
many bright students in Dixie, my home village, all of whom grew
up on red clay farms that never saw an ounce of lime or fertilizer
And, of course, in some precincts, the expense of outright
and seldom grew a crop of red clover, which was our only legume.
Up to 25 years ago most of the bright minds in Kentucky were buying of votes. None of it comes
nurtured on the products of depleted farms. They ate eggs and cheap.
In 1949 we elected mayors, alpoultry that came Arm grass and grain grown on deficient soil,
cereals from ground that produced less than 15 bushels of wheat to dermen and councilmen and minthe acre and corn below 30 bushels to the acre, whether they lived or city officials; county judges,
clerks, attorneys, sheriffs and
on farms or in towns and cities.
But soy answer may be far from complete. Maybe a well-bal- other minor county office-holders;
anced diet would have produced ten times as many bright, ambi- and members of the General Astious boys and girls. I don't know the case history of Mr. Borderer, sembly, some for two-year terms,
bet even money he himself is an affirmative answer to his others for longer ones.
but
Why? What reason — sensible
question to the teaohers.
Maybe I can persuade Cary Robertson, Sunday editor of the
reason—is there why these same
Courier-Journal, to send a staff writer into the East Kentucky moun- people could not have been electtains to get chemical tests of the soil where old man Shell—I can't ed this year? This year the ballot
was a light one with Senator,
typal{ kis first name—lived 135 years. Proving that balanced soil
Congressman, bond issues, school
allirOUnts for Shell's longevity would be as sensational as Mitchni/Mel claim some years ago that buttermilk prolonged the lives of boards and some local officers in
mew isdeariatss to 110 to 125 years. The story probably would some communities. That was all.
Next year we again have •
make the whole world soils conscious.
—(Syndicated by The Union County Advocate) heavy election cost. We will elect
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Electrical gifts keep on giving for
months after Christmas, recalling the
giver each time they're used. So choose
a gift that's doubly appreciated—appreciated for what it does as well as
because you gave it.

Bright Minds On Poor Soil

There's an electrical gift within every
budget, whether you're choosing something for the home, for the whole family, or for an individual. Choose the gift
that's always welcomed—give electrical gifts.
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Billy Butler, son of Mr. and
Ambie Fuller left Satur-. we road from the Riverside hos- Mrs. D. W. Butler, who has been
she
pital, Paducah, Where lie sub- visiting his sister and family, Mr,
or Gary, Ind., where
and Mrs. Don Ellison, in Iowa,
visit her son and daughter- mitted to surgery.
J. E. Hillyard spent Sunday af- returned home Monday. He was
s', Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Futgnroute she spelt Saturday ternoon as guests of Mr. and Mrs. accompanied by Mrs. Ellison and
Allen Will McElroy in Princeton.
little daughter, who will visit
t with Mr. and Mrs.
Madisonville.
Charles Dean Akridge, student hrtr parents.
er in
)4r. and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool
dies Aid of the Cumberland of Murray State College, Murray,
and sons called on Mr. and Mrs.
yterian church met with spent the weekend with his parand ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. 11. Akridge. George P'Pool Thursday night.
. Euclid Quertermous
Mrs. Orbit Stone spent ThursRussell Melton at the home
Mrs. James Greenfield and eon.
with Mrs. Robert
ors Quertermous Thursday Jim, and Mrs. Oora Lion, Prince- day afternoon
,
E. Wadi:
ton, spent Friday night with Mrs.
t.
maggie Coleman, Padu- J. B. Sory and Miss Dora Young.
Mrs. Charles Brociuneyer, Sr.,
spent the weekend with her
r. Mrs. Leslie Bright and Mr. is e patient irt the Princeton hospital.
t.
Mr. and Mn. Cecil Brasher and
. and Mrs. Heibert Cochran
son, John, of Marion, were son, Dennis, spent Sunday in
ay guests of Mrs. Cochran's Culvert City as guests of their
er, Mrs. Florence Parr, and daughter, Mrs. Jimmy Kurmecke,
Mr. Kimnecke and Mike.
Do roth y Pa rr.
rs Bradley Henson has reMr. and Mrs. S. D. Loyd were
ed to het home on the Kutta- in Evansville shopping Saturday.
Charlie Quertermous is a patient in a Paducah hospital,
where he is suffering with an eye
infection caused by a piece of
steel getting in his eye while at
work at the mines Saturday.
The new glass store
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
fronts a r e breakable
were in Paducah Thursday.
AS they are beautiful.
Mrs. Lucille Scott, Oakland,
Protect your investCalif., is visiting her brother,
ment and be sure of
Rev. Ray Wigginton, and Mrs.
replacement
qulck
Wigginton and her parents, Mr.
by insuring through
and Mrs. Gillam Wigginton, in
agency.
this
Crider.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Yates and
son, Larry, were in Paducah Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Thompson,
Farmersville, Mrs. Lucille Scott,
COlituti orSUUJKI SERVICE
Oakland, Calif, Rev. and Mrs.
Ray Wigginton and 3011, David,
and Mr. and Mrs. Galant Wigginton were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Wigginton.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield
have been called to the bedside
of his father who is a patient in
the Crittenden county hospital,
Marion, where his condition is
considered critical.
Mrs. Docie Freeman, Mrs. Mae
Freeman and son, Charles, visited
Growing Gardens
Paul Freeman at Camp Breckinridge Sunday.
Plant Stands
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E, Boone, Rev.
Door Knockers
Ray Wigginton and Mrs. George
Bailey attended a basketball
House Decorations
game in Murray Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Evansville, spent the weekend
with her sister, Mrs. Veldin Yendell and Mr. Yandell.
Richie Blackburn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn
broke his arm while at play on
the school ground Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Jones are
the parents of twins, a boy and
girl, born Tuesday morning,
Nov. 28.
J. E. Boone, Jr., student at
Murray College, spent the weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Boone, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnes,
Princeton, and Mr. Nickel, basketball coach, were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. V.
E. Coleman.
Mr. Victor 'Posh, who is employed in Detroit, spent the weekend with his wife and daughter
here.

Lucian Hall, son of Mr. and Spring Training Union Sunday
Mr. end Mrs. Luther Gilkey
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Mer- Mrs. Hewlett Hall broke 'his leg night.
Mr. and Mrs. 0..11. Pierce and
Friday night while playing with
rick Friday afternoon.
children, H. L. and Gale, visited
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Chambers, some of his ti Lends.
had Mrs. S. M. Pierce Saturday
Hart
Mrs.
John
and
Mr.
night
Tuesday
spent
Paducah,
night.
and Wednesday with Mr. and as their dinner guests Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Guier and
Brother and Mrs. Wade CunningMrs. Charlie Merrick.
ham and son, Mr. and Mrs. Thom- Mr, and Mrs. Lloyd 0. Stone and
Bro. George E. Gilkey was able as Merrick and son, Mr. and Mrs. Lane called on Mr. and Mrs. Orto return to Ontida Thursday af- Millard. Mitchell and sons, Mr. bie Stone Saturday night.
ter being snowbound for a few and Mrs. Emmett Ward and Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Dale McAlister
and Mrs. Guy McAlister, of Evand Mrs. Robert Young.
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Higgins ansville, spent the 'weekend with
Mrs. S. M. Pierce, who has
been visiting her son in Detroit, and family, Golden Pond, spent Mr. and Mrs. '12. T. Boaz and
returned home Saturday. Her Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Rob- family.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool
son, Mx. and Mrs. Leslie Pierce ert Smith.
There were 169 present at Blue and boys spent Sunday with Mr.
and son accompanied her.

.H.TEMPLET°
FLORIST
600 Locust Street

PPtiol's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George P'Pool.
Mrs. Charlie Merrick has been
ill for the past two days
Mr and Mrs. F. N. Adams
called on Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Merrick Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey P'Pool
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Merrick Sunday evening.
The Port of Buffalo, with 37
miles of waterfront, is the great.!st fresh water port In the world
in value of tonnage, according to
he New York State Department
of Common's.

N. H. A. Club To Have
Xmas Sale At Dotson
The N. H. A. Club will have a
Christmas sale at the Dotsos
High School home economics
room on Thursday, December 14,
beginning at 8 p. m., Wells R.
Southern, home economics teacher and sponsor announced.
In addition to the many other
gift items for sale, the 'pedal
event of the evening will be a
cake auction. The public is invited, it was stated.
Try a Leader Muffled A11

You can't match a

FrforigChridistaimasre
This year, surprise the whole family with a gift that Map Iodine hoPtok000 for oh• •
at your choke
o Frigidaire Appliance. its beauty and usefulness u4I make yeti proud
I
delivery
Chrhmie
for
now
yours
Order
come.
for years to
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Here's a gift that keeps on giving for
years! There's a full-width Super-Freezer
Chest—twin, porcelain Hydrators—allaluminum shelves—Quickube ice Trays—
and famous Meter-Miser mechanism.

The Hawaiian Islands, discovered by Captain James Cook in
1778, were originally named the
Sandwich Islands, after the Earl
of Sandwich.
There are 82 affiliated United
Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organizations and
30 student and youth UNESCO
clubs in Japan.
Bow ties constitute 5 per cent
of the total ties made in the U. S.

aitord
can
anyone
\\VIOVil

114

,1

beauCarefree, automatic cooking—with America's most
once. Alltiful range! Double ovens bake and broil at
RadianPorcelain finish—new, modern styling —fast,sure
positions—onetube Cooking Units heat all over on all
features.
piece porcelain cooking top—many other

MODEL 17TONLY

$239.95

Say "Neer)/ Cfresmasworh•sf

dpeocial for Christmas —

- Autbiriatia 14sifer
fivfrYbffiie

Your Christmas Frigidaire will be beautifully gift-wrapped in cellophane and
sled with• big red ribbon and bow at
sire charge!

Uve-Water
New styling — new convenience—exclusive
Action, Rapidry-Spin and All-Foreelein flnish make
lets
this washer America's finest! New Select-0-010i
you pre-select washing time for qit kinds of fabrics!

RECTANGULAR TUBE for TV just as the Comoro"sus"itl
brighter,
You'll marvel at this big-.cues TV that's
low anyone can
clearer than ever before ... yet priced oo
Motorola features
enjoy it in their home. Many exclusive
station—
on—select
set
Turn
like • • • 2 simple controls.
mahogany or limed
that's all! All in • smart cabinet of
oak. See it today! Have it in your home!

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.'

0~5,,x/01/0040
.
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Christmas Is Good
lime For Children
To Learn To Give

• NewsFrom The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and arnoitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters. shortLv after the turn of the century, wrote them.
January 9, 1940. Mrs. C. A. kinsville street.
Geiger and son, Charles, Jr., of
• • •
February 19, 1940. Mr. and Mrs.
St. Louis, Mo.; A. E. Childress and
Stanley Sharp, Mr. and Mrs.
wife of Louisville; W. 0. Denham James McCaslin and Mr. and
of Ocean Grove, N. J., have re- Mrs. John Morgan drove to Evturned home after spending the ansville Tuesday to see "Gone
holidays with their parents, Mr. With the Wind".
and Mrs. W. S. Denham, 701 Hop• • •
February 20, 1940. Mr. and
Hollowell and chilButler
Mrs.
dren of Des Plaines, Illinois, are
the guests of relatives and
friends in the city and county.
• • •
April 2, 1940. Edward SweenYour
ey, who is traveling salesman for
the Kentucky Whip and Collar
Headquarters
Factory at Eddyville, spent the
For
weekend happily with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pon Sweeney
of Lakewood, on the Marion
llopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3220 Highway.
• • •
Princeton, Ky.
May 24,.1940. Mr. and Mrs. Bil-

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

Overhead

Type

GARAGE DOOR
A flick of the wrist and
then up and out of the
way.

EASY COME
EASY GO!
WITH OUR MODERN
GARAGE DOORS

g*.lags

ATTRACTIVE
INEXPENSIVE
Stop In And Look
'em Over.

Leaders Demonstrate
How To Alter Patterns
Thirty clothing leaders have
showed approximately 200 homemakers and visitors of the fifteen
homemakers club* In the county
how to alter patterns during the
month of November.
This lesson was the direct re-_
"There's where you made a
mistake," counselled the old lady
gently. "Had he brought me some
of the choicest beauties of the
hothouse they would not h a v
given me nearly so much pleasure. His .b ouquet was a gift
prompted by pure affection — a
gift of that sort money cannot
buy."

(By David Taylor Marke)
Children are so often the recipients of gifts that we forget
they should also learn how to
give graciously. Parents can heip
Junior develop this attribute at
Christmas.
Not only should we teaoh
Junior that to give is as blessed
as to receive, but we should
never discourage a Child from
doing a kindly act, advises the
National Kindergarten Association.
Kindliness is one of .the qualities that we admire most in our
friends. It must, however, be
cultivated in childhood if it. is to
flourish in adult life. By repeatedly performing little acts of
kindness, the good habit is established and becomes a part of
character, just as undesirable be,
havior —lying or stealing — by
repetition becomes a ha'bit, says
the association.
The association cites the exSTEADY, BOY: Fireman comfort a horse that fell into an excavation While others attach a sling to lift the animal out of the ample of the little boy who rehole with a crane at Milwaukee, Wis. The horse, who was pulling turned from kindergarten his face
a snow plow, crashed through boards over the hole. Few minutes alight with enthusiasm, as he
made a special request of his
later the crane pulled him out. (AP Wirephoto)
mother.
June 7, 1940. Mr. and Mrs. Hillie Gresham and children, San"May I pick some flowers and
lery
Barnett,
Mrs.
Lala
Barnett,
dra Gaye, Billie Joe and "Sissie"
Barnett, Dr. and Mrs. take them to Mrs. Evans? She's
Miss
Virgie
spent the weekend in Memphis,
will
Herbert Lewy of Tampa, Fla., not well, and I am sure they
Tenn., where they attended the
spent Sunday in Sikeston, Mo., make her feel better," he asked.
Cotton Festival, Several points of
The lad's mother hesitated,
with relatives, having made the
interest were also visited in Arthinking of the beautiful array
trip by motor.
kansas, before the return trip
of hothouse flowers this lady's
• • •.
home, which was made Sunday.
many friends must have sent her.
August 5, 1940. Miss Jean Car- To soften the disappointment_
olyn Ratliff, Miss Catherine Joinshe said, "I'm glad you thought
er and Joyce Farmer returned
of taking her some flowers; but
Friday from a visit with Miss
ours are not very pretty."
Mary Lee Montgomery, Louis"Mother, you just think that
ville.
for
because you see them every day.
• • •
I think they are beautiful, and I
August 29, 1940. H. A. Goodwin, am sure she will love they," he
• GOOD CrALITY
Jr., will leave Friday night for urged.
Carrolton, Ga., where he will
"Very weli," the mother re• GOOD WORRMANSIIIP
teach chemistry, biology and plied.
general science in the Carrolton
*GOOD VALUE
"I'm going to pick all the hapHigh School.
py looking ones," he said.
• • •
• IN GOOD TASTE
Junior's selection brought toOctober 10, 1940. Don Clifford, gether a curious assortment of
10 month old son of Mr. and Mrs. flowers, but as he went through
see
Grayson Harralson, had an un- the garden, choosing some of the
usual christening ceremony per- gaudiest flowers, he remarked,
formed in his honor September "These are so bright and cheerful
Phone 22114
!risottos, Ky. 22, when his great-grand moth- that I am sure they will make her
ers, Mrs. A. A. Main, 87, Louis- feel glad, even though she must
ville and Mrs. Sallie H. Harrel- stay in her room."
son, 94, Princeton, stood with
In a very short time he had
the Rev. Leroy Baker as he read gathered and arranged his offerthe ritual of the Methodist ing to his liking and had left for
Church at the morning service.
his friend's house, happy and
proud of his gift.
• • •
October 17, 1940. Charles J.
The next day junior's mother
White left Tuesday, October 15, called to see the old lady, and
for a 10 day trip along the east- when she entered her bedroom,
ern coast. While gone he will she was surprised to see her son's
visit his sister, Mrs. S. W. Shipp offering held a prominent place
and daughter, Frances Louise, among the display of hothouse
New York City and friends in blooms.
Atlantic City and Washington,
Observing that she was looking
D. C.
with admiration at her beauti• • or
ful flowers, the old lady remarkNovember 14, 1940. Mrs. A. C. ed, "I have had many lovely
Kist:moth, Chicago, arrived Sat- bouquets sent me, but none have
urday to visit her grand-daughter, given me so much pleasure as the
Mrs. C. C. Bishop and Mr. Bis- one brought by your small boy.
hop.
A gift from a child is so definitely a gift of love, for there is no
• •
December 5, 1940. Miss Nancy pretense with children. His
Catlett, daughter of Mr. and flowers have made me very hapMrs. S. 0. Catlett, Princeton, re- py."
ceived scholarship honors this
The mother explained her hesweek at Judson College, Marion, itance about allowing him to take
Ala., where she was named on her such ordinary flowers.
the dean's honor list for the first
quarter of this school year. She
is a sophomore.

stilt of a training isoltool conducted by Miss Dorothy Threlkeld,
Extension Specialist in Clothing,
in the Masonic Building, November 1, Miss Wilma Vandiver announced.
Leaders who gave the lesson
during November were Mrs, Earl
Wood, Mrs. One Bryant, Cobb;
Mrs. A. D. McElroy, Mrs. Ralph
Griffin, Crider; Mrs. Fred Nichols, Mrs. Dennis Marvel, Dawson
Road; Mrs. Charles Lester, Mrs.
Vernon Burchett, Eddy Creek;
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Mrs. Gordon
Lisanby, Eddyville Road; Mrs.
Pat Tyrie and Miss Marlene
Brown, Farmersville.
Mrs. Floyd Jones, Mrs. Walton
Woodall, Fredonia Valley; Mrs.
Leon Cummins, Mrs. Charles

Skees, Friendship; sill
Harper,
Rock; Mrs. Don
Boitxistt M
F. Engelhardt,
Hopkiniwille
Mrs. Robert Morse, Mrs
Rowland, Lakewood; Ks. w
Crawford, Mrs. Guy shoo
Otter Pond; Mrs. Roy hi
Mrs. Joei Boitnott, wan.
Aaron Horning, Mrs Cl
Sandlick Road; Mrs.
Fred
Mrs. Gordon Clayton, Hill
Club.
A bed of hydrangeas et
Or
Gardens, Jacksonville,
Flo
turns color when it raing.
sensitive hydrangeas re
chemicals washed from ag
line shell roadway during
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FRANK CAYCE CO.
t winter.

8.

SQUA
DAWSON

FRIDAY
:30 to '12 P.
spon

MEMORIALS

Henry & Henry

OINVINV 110IS ttttt

"
Ik

eepsa e
DIAMOND
Trod. Medk

LADY DIANA
Ring
225.00
Also $350 and 500
Wedding Ring
125.00

Cost of Alaska, purchased by
the U. S. from Russia in 1867, was
about two cents an acre.

Prescriptions A
Specialty

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

All that seems to be changed now. Some say television is responsible. Some say tartans. Whatever the reason we're selling lots of robes that are quite clearly not intended for bed or bath. When we say ROBES. we naturally include smoking lackets
which are half-way between a jacket and a robe.

HERE'S OUR SELECTION

7.95

Pak-A-Way Robes, washable

STAYS SAINT, LAW MONO

Brocade Rayon Robes, maroon and blue

_WOO

Net se an* pens lath. Nene' wawa
Casipere both types, You'll And esk

Rayon Foulard Robes

_15.00

the flee Refrigerator mays ket, bate
longer inosene there are so moving park

Terry Cloth, thirsty and white

in the beanies Keeton. And whet Amor
imprinting
of MR, Chrioirnmee—this Christmas?

kr rem

To say "I love you" at Christmas, choose

... used to he a time when a man's robe was purely utilitarian ... he wore It from
bedroom to bath and to Sunday breakfast. He took it on trips and didn't use It ...
he took it on vacation and lost if. Even at the Astor.

Silk and rayon are just as popular as wool once was. and some of them are elegant
indeed. Robes have always beim popular as Christmas gifts, but a lot of them used to
COM* hack on December 26. This year, we predict, that won't happen becalm the
MIN are so much better looking than ever before and also because :nen So longer
cossider it immoral to have more than one.

FOR MANY
HAPPY CHRISTMASES
GIVE A

kr
"
yiki,e4fie

Tel. 2441

Dial 3211

RINGS
nattered

Princeton

..RENAISSANCE IN ROBES

The beautiful Went, long-luting Gas
Refrilluestor eves you every neer convenience. A big Proem Nod Compart.
anent! An amazing Ninetyaerond Quick Change Interior that meana no fun W
Wow the holiday turkoy'Coalesce:36re*.
went yours in time for Chriart nut&

the

most treasured gift of all ... a genuine registered
Keepsake Diamond Ring. See our distinguished

10.95

Tartan Lounging Jackets

20.00

Pure Silk Foulard Robes

20.00

Rayon

_1005

Gabardine Robes
And The Popular Terry Wrap-A-Round
2.50

collection of Keepsake Diamond Rings for
NASSAU Ring
150.00
Also $200 to 975
Wedding Ring
12.50

TEN-YRAR GUARANTEE

Christmas in a wide range of styles and prices.
You will also find a wonderful selection of gifts

FOR

TOUR TRW

Trott the fondly en •%tend
this Chrotroes. end net thie
ilasoorou• toed allto• to
awn no the tree

in fine jewelry for enduring remembrance. Don't
delay. .do your Christmas shopping early.

Regardles
to get in to
street, acro
your teleph
of seconds.

SUM GAS IMAM 1411ATILIII
Cheat • an* al ono
ttttt d •n-5er••1.

(
ta
Terms To Suit
ROYAL Ring

575.0o
to $700
arta
°aold
Wag MAO

OPEN WEEKDAYS TO 6 P. M.
OPEN SATURDAY TO 8 P. M.
STARTING DECEMBER II WE WILL BE OPEN
EVERY NIGHT TO 8 P. M.

GARNETT JEWELERS

Next to Princes. Theater
Flopkinsville
"Official Railroad Watch Inspector & Repairing"
.

Thwe's lune Owe 111
tbollervel CopperIWO.
Neter Hester— bate,
wen earoweleal.

4

IASI% tONCrIfil

Then the
drug store,
relatives an
save you ti
calls that
help keep f

A model trash every naruby outemeelel
Al Melted by Servo&

no. AX

WESTERN KY. GAS CO.
PRICES AS LOW AS

$191.50
EASY TERMS

Before y
exist, take a
service. The
duty day an
Kentucky of

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR
ATTRACTIVE GIFT WRAPPING?
Ile lairs Obairge. 01 Ceases - - -

To these
receive, ad
telephone
—and we
service is
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SQUARE DANCE

DAWSON SPRINGS GYM

RIDAY NIGHT, DEC. 8

30 to 12 P. M.- 50c Pius Tax

Wm. M. YOUNG

Each

Allis-Chalmers
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Fredonia, .Ky

calf plan.
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a United Nations flag for each
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the cooperation of the Board of
'Education.
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A Real Electric
Freight Train Set

+LeAlaky.

$2.98

$12.15

YOU GET MORE - SAVE MORE MID PAY LESS.YOU GUESSED IT.

Princeton Shoe Company

Six factories in the Ryukyu islands are being equipped to produce about $600,000 worth of
pearl buttons annually, principally for export.

J.C.Penney Co. Inc

•PRINCETON, KENTUCK

• .•

ursday, December 7, 1950
at the menhir weekly meeting of
the Rotary Club ,at the First To Dedicate Span Over
Christian Church Tuesday night. Kentucky Dam Saturday
The pictures were filmed by Dr. . Governor. Lawrence Wetherby
,et, presented a motion pic- Keeney from his office on Main and T. V. A. Chairman Gordon R.
an the 1939 Tobacco Festival street at the last festival. The Clapp, will cut a ribbon at the
center of the new highway bridge
across Kentucky Dam in dedication ceremonies shortly before
noon Saturday, it is announced.
A motorcade 'will then Cross
the span to the Livingston county
shore a n d return to Kentucky
Dam village where 'a luncheon
program is scheduled at 12:30 p.m.
The span across the dam is not
expected to be open to the public Antal the dedication, Jack Carson, first district engineer said.
•cco Festival Film
wn To Rotary Club
, B. L. Keeney, West Main

al
950.
you

get a

r now, Dont

Located 2 miles north of Princeton on the Wilson Warehouse road.
5 Jersey heifers, 8 months old
1 Jersey heifer, 2 years old, to freshen in April
17-year old cow to freshen by sale day
200 bushels corn; 200 bales alfalfa hay
A lot of small tools
5 complete rooms of household and kitchen furniture consisting of 2 bedroom suites; 1 dinette
set, kitchen cabinet; kerosene heater; coal
heater; Singer sewing machine; cedar chest;
rockers; rugs; cream separator; iron kettle;
tables; chairs; desks; dishes, and many other
items too nunlerous to mention.

A Three Days
Cough IsYour
Danger Signal
Creom ulsion relieves promptly because
It goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ ladea
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please you
or money refunded. Creomubion bas
stood the test of millions of users.

Auctioneer

0. TUDOR,

scIREOMULSIf.

RESSED
IN DOLLS

.98
their red Sr Ile
outfits with OAS%eaters! Ihibber
ies. Both bey sal
this thrifty price

Brief funeral services for the
infant' son of Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Robinson were conducted at the
home in the Nichols section of
the city Saturday at 1 p. m.,.by
the Rev.'Joe Callender, pastor of
the Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church. Burial was in the Friendship Cemetery, Lyon county.

ITOL

THOMASON, Owner

KELSIE

2nd. & Virginia Streets
Hopkinsville, Ky.
ANNOUNCES
To Them
That Any Burley Tobacco Delivered
Wednesday,"
Up To And Including Deliveries Of
December The 13th Will Be Sold
THURSDAY, DECEMBER THE 14th.:,

DRESSED
' BOY DOLL

.49
ght red or Idle
trousers.
white dimilY
ck tie.
latex bed).

Incorporated

YOUR

LIVESTOCK

TO

THIS

MARKET

Plenty Of
We Have Sales Each Saturday With
From 190
Good Buyers. We Take Hogs For Tops
Pounds To 250 Pounds.
Our

At

Sale

Saturday, December

Seldon Jennings
Funeral services for Seldon
Jennings, 71, who died at his
home in Grand Rivers from a
heart attack, were conducted at
the Morgan Funeral Home here
Friday at 1:30 p. m. by the Rev.
L. M. Brann, Grand Rivers. Burial was in the Rowland Cemetery.
Surviving are the wife, Mrs.
Mona 'Jennings, Grand Rivers;
son, Otis Jennings, Princeton,and
two daughters, Mrs. Clara Edwards, Evansville, and Mrs. 011ie
Pinnegar, Grand Rivers.

NOW
SHOWING

TEMPTING MEN WITH HER LIPS...
Holding Thom Off With a Gun!

Rabbit hunting is usually danger ous only to the rabbit, but it
may also be a source of danger i
to the hunter if proper precau1
tions are not taken.
"Rabbit fever", as tularemia is I
often called, can cause illness and
even death to its victims. Since
no satisfactory method of immunization is yet available, it is
particularly important that care
should be taken to avoid infection.
Certain preventive measures
should be observed at all times.
Rubber gloves should always be
worn when dressing rabbits; a
rabbit should always be shot on
the run, never if it can be caught
sitting; throw the carcass away if,
upon examination, small white or
grayish spots are seen on the
rabbit's liver; hands should be
kept away from the face whenever handling wild rabbits; never
handle a wild rabbit which has
been brought in by a dog or cat;
cook rabbits thoroughly, so that
no red meat or red blood remains.
Thorough cooking of the meat
destroys the germs.
If these precautions are observed, there is no reason why fear of
tularemia should be allowed to
interfere with anyone's enjoyment of rabbit meat, which is nutritious.
Wild rabbit is the principal
source of tularemia, but other
animals, such as ground squirrels, opossums, chipmunks and
porcupines, may be infected.
However, the largest number of
cases occur during the rabbit
hunting season, indicating that
wild rabbits are responsible for
most of the tularemia in the state.
During 1949 a total of 10 cases
were reported in Kentucky.
Further information regarding
tularemia may be obtained from
your family doctor or from the
Caldwell County Health Department at Princeton.
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Andreas fault, "mother of earthquakes" in southern California.
The driller previously had
brought in 22 wells exceeding 100
degrees. Others in the area run
a temperature of only 75.

Health Department
Gives Warning On
"Rabbit Feyer"•

Moss — Heltsley & Frankel

BRING

you have to step lively, when the
•
whid Starts blowing.
Tarbutton's gusher is the hotDesert Hot Springs, Callf. — A test in a region that abounds in
hot water well to hot it will underground hot water, presumpoach egos may soon be put to ably running along the famed San
use to loosen the muscles of crippled children.
Bill trarbutton, who has been
drilling for hot watei since 1934,
says that the well in the desert
crest area near Indio registers a
temperature of 200 degrees, which
would make it the hottest well
ever drilled in California. (The
U. S. Bureau of Mines reports a
few wells that hot in Oregon.)
Tarbutton named the well thc
Suzie C—after his granddaughter,
Suzie Canon, who was cured of a
rheumatic ailment by hot desert
baths—and he has offered to give
five acres of land next to the well
for a children's hospital which
will use the 'therapeutic waters.
The water—unlike most desert
wells—is 'hot vile-smelling or
sulphurous, says Tarbutton. It is
good drinkable stuff, suitable for
making coffee or tea right on the
Spot as it comes from the ground.
Dial 3211
The well is 331 feet deep and
stands at about the 75-foot level.
It pumps about 2,500 gallons an
hour. The water comes bursting
forth with a roar of steam and

New Desert Well Seen
As Hope For Cripples

eat s & Funerals Farm Agents Tell
Robinson
Ways For Better
Farming, Living

Seven communities, including
Cobb, Cider, Dulaney, Farmersville, Dawson Springs, Eddy
Creek, and Otter Pond were represented by the families attending
the Kentucky' Farm end Home
Development meeting which met
James R. Smith
in the basement of the Christian
Funeral services for James R. Church, December 1.
Smith, retired businessman of
Better farming'and better livPrinceton who died at the family ing on the farm were given equal
street
residence on East Market
importance by County Agent R.
Friday at 5:30 p. in., were con- 4. Mabry and HomeeAgent WilHomemakers Schedule
ducted at the home at 2 p. m. ma Vandiver.
Ending December 14
Sunday by the Rev. George Filer,
Mabry gave farm data and exDecember 8, 10:30 a.m., Eddy- pastor of the First Christian plained. the situation which faced
ville Road, Mrs. C. H. Jaggers.
Church. Burial was in the Ceder toe farmers in Caldwell county.
December 8, 7:00 p. m., Sand- Hill Cemetery.
Farm layouts, which showed belick Road, community house.
A son of the late W. M. and fore and after planning to save
December 11, 10:00 a. m., Quinn, Nancy Keeney. Smith, Mr. Smith time and energy, were studied.
had been in the meat and grocery Mabry also stated that every farm
Mrs. Lewis Felknee.
for 50 had a natural cropping system
December 12, 10:00,a. m., Fre- business in Princeton
him and that many farmers are still
donia Valley, Mrs. Virgii Cole- years before ill health forced
He trying to raise corn on land suitman, co-hostess, Mrs. Edd Phelps. to retire about two years ago.
to his room able for pasture.
December 12, 10:00 a. m., Hill was only confined
Home Agent Wilma Vandiver
two days prior to his death.
View, Mrs. Ralph Hagler.
Mr. Smith was a member of used a flannelgraph to illustrate
December 14, 10:30 a. m., Eddy
the Fraternal Order of Eagles 'and the principles in .planning the
Creek, Mrs. Jimmie Jones.
farmstead. Miss Vandiver emphaDecember 14. 7:00 p. m., Lake- active and honorary pallbearers
sized that building should be loThe next meeting will be held
were from the local lodge.
wood, Mrs. Fred Stewart.
cated and arranged to make the in the Christian Church basement,
Surviving are two brothers, B.
best use of time, labor, and ma- December 8, from 10:00 a.m. to
film was in color.
H. and F. L. Smith, both of the
3:00 p. m., the agents said.
A broadcast of the Butler High city; three sisters, Mrs. George chinery.
School band, originally schedul- Stone and Mrs. Willie Mitchell,
ed Tuesday. December 12, has city, and Mrs. Jessie Pollard, Hopbeen postponed to Tuesday, De- kinsville, several nieces and nepcember 19, at 3:30 p. m., it is an- hews. His wife preceded him In
nounced
death about 20 years.
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other time. Through music, she
says, we can build a foundation
of understanding and right attitude upon which can rest the
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in your future
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December 8 and 11, 1950
KENTUCKY STATE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
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708 South Virginia Street
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At The Churches

Prayer meeting every Thursday night at? p. In.
Sunday school every Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. m.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
CUMBERLAND
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
PRESBYTERIAN
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
W. H. Tallent, minister
CYE ments'at 8:00 p. m. each
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Sunday.
Morning Worship, II a. in.
Evening Worship at 710.
Youth Fellowship, 8 p. m.
Choir Rehearsal each WednesEvening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
day at 7:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday at 7:45 p. m., followed
by
PRESBYTERIAN.
choir rehearsal.
Rev. Floyd Loperfidq, pastor
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Services every second Saturday
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
,at 11
a. m.
WEDNESDAY
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
1:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
services on fourth' Sunday at 11
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
a. m. and 7:30 P. In.
OGDEN METHODIST
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
8
for Christmas and all
o'clock
of 19S1
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Check off your gift list with hand-picked
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
presen
ts
Wednesday Evening Sersole, T
„. magazines to fit every taste
and interest-- -iREDONIA PE—
o'clock
NTICOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
[FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 a.m.
een Mary Bivin, five years old, of WaverIf your list included busy
men and women
ly, Ill., does her_best to feed a two-da
H. G. M. /littler, Pastor
y
old Corriedale lamb at
alert to the importance of
WHITE
SULPHUR
today's news ...
the International Livestock Exposition in
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
Chicago last week. The
give TIME*, The Weekly
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
larrrb—which doesn't seem to care much about
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
Newsmagazine.
the bottle—is ownSunday School-10:00 a. m.
'6:15 p.m. Training Union
ed by Wealey Wooden of Davis, Calif. (AP
Wirephoto)
Morning Service-11:00 a. in.
7:30 p. In. E ening Worship
and Soviet districts of Berlin against
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
t h e overwheening amEvening Service-7:30 p. m.
If you're looking for an
meet in ever suspicious conti- bition and ceaseless threat
exciting gift to please
of the 7:30 p. m.•
Hour of Prayer—Wednesdayevery'memberof the family
guity.
east.
Each
side
yells foul but it—young or old
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
7:00 p. m.
1000
.
v
jvia
..LIFE*,
_...g
It's a readyrnade stage for po- self swings low. The Marquis of PRINC
America's Favorite Magazine.
ETON
Attend the church where you
Queens
bury is a forgotten man.
litical hotheads and mob brawlers.
CHURCH (Jr THE IMMACU- will receive a cordial welcome.
The west fights back in Ber- A MISSTEP MEANS JAIL
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL11111111111111111111111111111111=1111
You'll go to jail in the Allied INGTO
lin—with
N
no holds barred—
to.ktsectors if you hand out a MuscoIf you wont an unusual gift
Keach's in Hopkinsville
for a man in
vite leaflet to ban the American
First, third and fifth Sundays
FOR COMPLETE
business or the professions—
or just getting
atom bomb. You'll go to jail, even Maas at 8 o'clock.
HOME FURNISHINGS
his stud—give FORTUNE
"—The Magazine of
loqer, in the Soviet sector if you
Second end fourth Sundays,
Business.
Itily Days, Maas at 7 o'clock.
Quick Amazing Relief say you don't love communism.
It is after nightfall that Pots- Mass at 10 o'clock.
For Your Stomach
darner Plate imitates Dr. Jekyll
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSThe
HARVEY
STOMACH changing into a monster.
If your friends prefer fact or
fiction, fashion
PITAL CHAPEL
TREATMENT goes further
You are enjoying the brisk
or music, fun or adventure—yo
First, third and fifth Sundays,
u can select a
than most stomach treatments evening air when suddenly it is
magazine to suit every taste or
on the market today. It is rent by five giant loudspeakers Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
interest.
Second and fourth
made up of four different med- blaring "Ami (American)
go Mass at 8 o'clock.
icines. One of the main in- home!"
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
gredients is belladonna.
riptions to all magazines at money
The loudspeakers (ironically,
-saving Christmas gift
Rev. William Borntraeger is
We guarantee this wonderful made in West Germany) are lothe Rev. Richard
medicine to relieve ulcer pain, cated atop the Soviet sector de- pastor an
EC1AL CHRISTMAS RATES
: TIME—fst gift, $6.0
and that acid, gassy, belchy, partment store, in which volk- Clements is assistant pastor.
0 ... 2nd
$4.75 . . Each addl, $4.00.
LIFE-1st gift, $6.75 . ..
nervous and lack of pep feel- spolizei reserves wait on alert,
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
gift, $5.00 . . . Each odd'1,
ing. Compare its price with staring through peepholes
$4.00. FORTUNE—Ist gift,
in
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
.00 . . . Each add'I, $8.50. Special
other
stomac
h preparations.
shuttered windows on the second
Military Rates for U. S.
Sunday School every Sunday
Start this treatment today— floor.
Forces—TIME $4.75, LIFE
$5.50. All of your gifts will
afternoon at 2:30.
there is no need to suffer. Ask
On the westside of the platz, a
nounced for you by handsome Christ
Preaching every second and
mas gift cards.
your druggist for Harvey Tab- huge news board lights up. It
is 'fourth Sunday afternoons at
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
sponsored by West Berlin pub2:30.
lishers with, perhaps, a little inWOOD DRUG STORE
Prayer meeting every Saturdirect
PRINC
financi
ETON.
al
support from the day at 7:30 p. m.
KY.
Phone 2141
U. S. Government. It bears the
heading: "The Free Berlin Press NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Reports."
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
REDS TRY TO BLOCK TT
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
But in the center of the platz, a. In.
just inside Russian-occupied terSunday School —9:45 a. in.
ritory, a rival signboard is turned
Training Union-8 p. m.
on in dazzling power. The comEvening Worship-7 p. m.
munists built it in a rage to try
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
to cover up the West's anti-comHour of Prayer—Wednesday,
munist news.
7 p. m.
Teen-age gangs from west and
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
east gather, spoiling for a fight.
Old Madisonville Road. Rev
They raid in both directions
across the platz, scattering poi- Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
son-pen leaflets and smearing
Morning Worship II:00 son.
hate slogans with paint.
Young People's Service 8:00
The Communist bunch calls itself "peace fighters". The west- p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m
erners boast they are "fighters
Wednesday evening
prayer
against inhumanity".
Cardboard grenades are tossed service 7:00 p.m.
at eastern police. Western patrol- CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
men are booed and jostled. Out
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
of shadowy sidestreets, more
Preaching services every sechoodlums start throwing stones ond and fourth Sunday at 11
a.m.
from old ruins.
and 7 p. m.
The delirium grows and the
platz is jammed with two mobs
ranting to spring at one another's
throats. •
Rot slowly and firmly, a gentlemen's agreement between the
gray and blue police comes into
effect. They turn off the electric
signs and loudspeakers. The grays
nsational new low price!
link arms and patiently shove
...AND LOOK AT THE NEW 1951
back their long-haired rowdies.
and new peaks of power!
The blues disperse their flushed
and new driving thrills!
party agitators.
The platz empties gradually as
and new riding comfort!
if someone had half-pulled a cork.
real gas saver!
By midnight ,it is a dark deserted
square in a beat-up town.
eds no premium fuel!

give
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

ROIT
UFACTURElt
VIEW
IRE
FFICE

d 11,1950

Moth Battle Rages
In Heated Houses
That a year-round campaign
against moths and other household pests should be carried on
in modern heated hodses is the
warning to housewives from Professor W. A. Price, entomologist
at the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky.
A five-per cent DDT oil spray
Is recommended for use on the
walls, basdboards,'woodwork and
shelves of closets, leaving an invisible film. Any pest coming in
contact with it in a period of Several month? will be killed.
The same spray may be used
lightly on wool garments -without
injury to them or to the wearer.
Only enough to moisten the surface need be used. Should whitish traces be left, they may
be
brushed off when. dry. Care
should be taken not to use -the

ee1W TiediBeyit!

Robinson Implement & Motor Co.
Hopkinsville Rd.

Chevrokt conthat MOre
engtn°
Chevrolet is
u
Y° and safer/
hUC
sound
foe
can.-pslet

1951

Awfr
"
1
priced car.
it's

Dial 2053

The Kalmucka are the last
known organized community
among descendants of Genghis
Khan's Golden Horde, according
to the National Geographic Society.
Lignite comprises about a third
of the nation's solid fuel.

TOBACCO GROWERS
The first Tobacco Sale on the Madisonville Market will be held

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 1950

We have made improvements in our Warehouses and are now in a position to serve you even better than in the past. Our Market is centrally located and is accessible by good highways from every direction.
Your patronage will be ippreciated.

TOBACCO IN

MADISONVILLE

CUNNINGHAM, Apt

Complete

Insolence

You can breed your cows to great proven sires of each
of
these breeds or to outstanding popular bred young sires. The
cost for members is $5 per first service with two additio
nal
services free if necessary.

HAVE A BETTER TOMORROW BY BREEDING
YOUR COWS TO THESE GREAT SIRES
It ,is your opportunity of a lifetim
e. Call Lofton Jones,
technician or your County Agent.

Kentucky Artificial
BREEDING ASSOCIATION

--IL

glettosu ..•#<1.
SY4.7S

2•Freter•

An Elgin is the gift of Christmas
joy
.. a precious package of beauty and
value!
Here's a watch styled with the flair of
the future! Here's a watch designed
and
made in America ... to the world's
highest standards of value and quality
.
Of course you give Moss with
Elgin!

She might be a Nurse, a Milliner,
a Dressmaker or Music Instructor. Whatever her business .. .
whatever product or service you
are looking for, you'll find it
quickly and easily in the

'YELLOW PAGES'
of your Telephone Directory
PAGES' are
your handiest, quickest shopping
guide to
The 'YELLOW

WHO BUYS — SELLS
RENTS — REPAIRS
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Service

111 W. Morket Si,

Service from Holstein, Jersey and Guernsey sires is
available to members of this cooperative organization. Brown
Swiss service will be available by Januray 1, 1951.
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BROOKS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
FARMERS COOPERATIVE LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
SELL YOUR

CALL DEW
MARK

Breed your cows artificially to the great dairy
sires in
the Kentucky Artificial Breeding Association Stud and raise
the heifer calves.

SUPS
w.ra MOO
11Ietwe el
tor•

a

There are 23 professional forestry schools in the United States
functioning as 'branches of colleges or universities of recognized
standing.

BREED AND RAISE
BETTER HERD REPLACEMENTS

The Princeton Leader

Top value of America's 4
lowest price largest selling carst

solution on nylon or rayon.
A 10 per cent DDT dust is recommended in floor cracks and
around baseboards to kill buffalo
beetles, carpet beetles and cock
roaches.
Fourteen factories in Japan
each is producing. more than 508
sewing machine units per month.

MAIO

z'''11 Week. .41lemed. DenroPewee
lesimbepelles. 141
~wee NM *WI
ea.. resew,. ma •
Nondeeme •411•644
$71.5
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Page Ten
good and profitable yield.
SLOPES WATERWAYS
H. K. Williams of the Crider
community has had good results
with sloping the banks of waterways on his farm. "After my experience this year, I see the value
to shaping waterways and seeding them to a thick grass-legume
By Oliver C. Allcock
sod", Mr. Williams said, as he
(Soil Conservation Service)
Garland Hart cut the stalks on stopped by the district office to
.32 acres of corn land and Seeded get his conservation plan. "I exIt to barley this fall. He has 100 pect to slope the banks and seed
per cent of the 1850 cultivated more waterways on my farm",
land on his farm seeded to a he continued.
winter cover crop.
Grassed waterways prevent
Mr. Hart believes in taking care erosion. It is easier and cheaper
of the land. He planted his row to keep them clean. They furnish
crops on the contour this year. pasture and hay.
With a liberal application of fer- TO SEED WATERWAYS
tilizer, he was able to get eighty
Moseoe Mitchell of the Otter
bushels of corn per acre on some
community shaped a waterPond
he
farm,
of the thin areas on his
way on his farm this week. It
said.
He works with the idea of feed- now has sloping banks and a wide
ing and protecting the soil. The bottom where vegetation can be
soil responded well to this good established and maintained.
"I will seed it to small grain
treatment and gave Mr. Hart a

Garland Hart Farm
Has All Of 1950
Cropland Seeded

-Imemeememermemiw

Classified Ads
WHEN YOU NBED hair tonic or
shampoo for home use try
Sharti's Barber Shop. We need
your 'head in our tautness.
45-tic
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repaired. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watchmaker. 203 N. Harrison St.
33-tic
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stalling and Kennedy Electric
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed
tic
HEATER REPAIR: We are factory authorized gervice station
for repairing your "Soltth
Wind" car heater. Strong's
Texaco Service, corner Main &
Plum streets, phone 3111. c-ti
FOR SALE: Iron-Fireman steel
furnace with stoker and blower
attached. In excellent condition.
Priced to sell. Phone 2141 or
write P. 0. Box 529, Princeton.
tic

If he likes to pick and
choose for himself when
buying shoes ...

early today.
Zero Weather Is Due
NOTICE TO FREDONIA
Relatives Visit Delong
BnOW and wool are
TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBERS:
In Princeton By Today
Hcispital
Memphis
n
Telephone
the
new cold wave which
Bell
Southern
The
An Arctic air mass moving this O
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Thompson,
and Telegraph Company on'No•••
te...,••-ratures
to 20 de
the
to
typewrite! ribbon, carbon Pap, vember 14, 1950, applied
25 miles an hour is exCom- Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham, way at
and tonight and to zero to 10 Ste,,
er, also Remington Rand type- Kentucky Public Serviceof -ConPrinceton
bring
to
pected
mission for a Certificate
Patsy Thompson and Patty Oliearly Friday, the Weathi r g
writers and adding machine.
venience and Necessity for the ver motored to Memphis Saturday Caldwell county its second bitter
Fredonia,
at
of service
weather of the season by predicted.
conversion
cold
Have
WINTER:
OF
AHEAD
GET
Kentucky from magneto to com- where they visited, the Thompyour car completely serviced mon battery dial operation with
DeLong,
Harold
grandson,
son's
therefor,
in rates
and checked for the cold months an Increase
which rates are subject to the ap- In the U. S. N. Hospital. Pvt. Deahead. Strong's Texaco Ser- proval of the Public Service Combong, who was wounded in Korvice, Main & Plum" streets. mission.
Accordingly, the Southern Bell a on September 14, has rmiently
18-ct1
Phone 3111.
Telephone an d Telegraph Corneffect at been transferred to the. MemFOR RENT: Unfurnishecf;part- new/ proposes to out into
the follow- phis hospital from ,a hospital'in
Kentucky,
Fredonia,
utilities
ment, 4 rooms without
rates, said rates 'Tacoma, WaSh. He is slowly im19-ctf ing schedule of
832.50. Call 2550.
to be effective at the beginning of proving, the family reported.
period following
billing
first
toe
MUDDY DRIVEWAYS?: Let us the conversion.
3.60
Business Rural Line
rock your driveways to preWITHIN THE BASE RATE
3.25
Residence Individual Line
vent trouble when thaws come.
AREA '
2.50
Line
4-Party
Residence
Scores of Patterns
$8.75
Robinson Implement & Motor Rosiness Individ.usil Line
Line
2.25
Rural
Residenc(
8.00
Line
2-Party
Business
22-6te
Public Service
Co. Phone 2053.
Kentucky
The
3.25
Residence Individual Line
a public
Wide Range of Colors
2.75 Commission will holdFrankfort,
WASHING MACHINES: Bought, Residence 2-Party Line
hearing in its office at
• OUTSIDE THE BASE
Kentucky at 2:00 P. M. on Decemsold knd repaired. Quick serRATE AREA
matter.
Complete Price Range
vice.*Call 3888 for free pick-up Business Individual Line .28.75 ber 13, 1950, on thisTELEPHONE
SOUTHERN BELL
and delivery. Princeton Cycle Business 4-Party Line
5.25 AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
22-2tp
Shop.
C. Hunter Green
LEGAL NOVICE
Kentucky Manager 23-1le
Notice is hereby given that
FOR SALE: Four-room frame
Office
the
in
filed
been
has
there
house, located at 303 Darby
of the'Clerk of the Caldwell Cirstreet. All modern conveniences. cuit Court a petition by the City Let No Grave
See John Wisdom at Stave of Princeton, Kentuckys to annex
territory
Be Unmarked
Mill. Office phone 3534, Resi- the following described Caldwell
to the city in
dent phone 3138, Princeton. adjacent
Memorials
Quality
Enduring
Ky.
Co.,
23-1 tp
Beginning at Highway Marker
Moderate Prices
Street;
in south line of West Main
Write or Visit
FOR SALE: Good farm. See Ralph thence with line of Old City Lim- Dial 2640
Morse, Princeton Route I. it N-23-E 443 feet to a stake;
FLORIST
23-2tp thence N-57 degrees 30" W 828
ALLEN
feet to in stone Cantrell and
600'West Locust St.
Prized*
deS-31
thence
corher;
Works
Hodge's
Monumental
FOR SALE: 11 acres of land, imfeet to a stone
588
W
30"
pees
St.
Center
at
Road
Dawson
mediately behind Frank Guess', in line of 0. V. Railroad right of
Princeton, Ky.
bordering on Baldwin Ave, and way; thence following same and
Marion Road. R. E. Young. its curve (a tangent hoe connect23-Hp ing the two points S-38 degrees
15" E 927 feet) to a point in
FOR SALE: 4 room house, with line of Old City Limit; thence
with same N-23-E 568 feet to the
bath, gas heaters and automa- beginning.
tic water heater. Lot 50 x 180
WITNESS my hand this Nofeet. Reasonably priced. 217 vember 25, 1950.
Center street, or call 2304. LEONA T. AVERDICK, Clerk
Caldwell Circuit Court. 22-3tc
23-3tp

YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
32-47tp
FOR SALE: At Leader office,
Remington Rand Duplicator
ink, stencil, correction fluid,

vANNIN6

Memorial Wreath

rds And M
nted To 4-

Select Yours From A Complete Sto

ply Champi
•George Elect
t For 1951
Officers Na
Achievement M
ch
ff project
lamented certifl
retail mere
hi Cle
and were giv
the First Natio
County 4-11 Acht
held at the Copt
9, county
cc.
Wallace, co
Five a sumrn
in and desc
trip to the
in Wasilln
tional 4-H
. and the t
Club Congr
be won on

'Cam In And Select Yours Now
Or Phone 2556

A. H. TEMPLETON

40-4).-44"2:114***

and grass this week, weather
permitting", Mr. 'Mitchell said,
as he told of the difficulty he had
previously had in keeping it from
washing.
DRAINS RIVER BOTTOMS
S. E, Towery who lives only a FOR SALE: A thriving business
LEGAL NOTICE
few steps from the banks of the
Notice is hereby given that
concern. It makes money evhas
been filed in the Office
there
Tradewater River in the Old
ery day. Located on South side of the Clerk of the Caldwell C:rQuinn community. h a s made a
of julain street within 500 ft. cult Court a petition by the City
soil and water conservation plan
of K. R. Cummins Insurance of Princeton, Kentucky, to annex
for his farm.
23-1tc the following described territory
Agency. Phone 3555.
cannot
Mr.
Towery
adjacent to the city in Caldwell
Although
over
keep "Old Man River" from
FOR SALE: Good 2-apartment, 8 Co., Ky
Beginning at a point in the cenflawing its banks, he is planning
room dwelling one block from ter line of South Seminary Street
to do some drainage to let the
Princeton Hosiery Mills and where Old City Limit line crosses
water out of some low places in
one block from Butler High same; thence with center line of
his bottom land.
School. Call 3555, K. R. Cum- Street S-25-W 1100 feet to a stone:
thence S-87-E 598 feet to a stone •
Others making conservation
mins Insurance Agency. 23-1tc in west line of South Jefferson
farm plans in November were
Street; thence with west line of
Ralph Morse, 011ie Rodgers and ATTENTION TRACTOR BUY- same N-25-E 193 feet; thence
new
of
a
We
set
quota
ERS:
Streets S-84 degrees 45"
crossing
Raymond Heaton, Farmersville
tractors for 1950. To date we E 082 feet to corner of Rudy
community; Chester Cravens,
N-23-E
are 7 tractors short of our quo- Cantrell's yard; thence old
Cobb, and Ellis Johnson, Otter
City
908 feet to a point in
and
still
ta
inWe
deliveries.
Limit, with same N-87-W 1218
Pond.
at
tend to make this quota if
feet to the beginning.
WITNESS my hand this, Noall possible. We suggest for barARTHRITIC, IMEUMATIC VICTIMS
gains, see us before January 1. vember 28, 1950.
T. AVERDICK, Clerk
Now Offered Faster, Longer Lasting Come in or call 3305. C & L LEONA
Caldwell Circuit Court, 22-3tc
Relief From Deep - Seated Pains Tractor Co.
23-1tc
pound. Also a few good mules.
Amazing new "Film-Coated" tablet
does not have toxic, useless action in FOR SALE: 91-acre farm, 4 miles
See H. C. McConnell, phone
out on Dawson road. One mile
stomach. Pain-relieving medicine is
3831, Princeton Route 3. 23-1tp
off Highway 62 on rock road.
carried to intestine. Strikes directly
and
pain
at chronic, deep-seated
Four-room house, good barn, FOR SALE: How many acres of
stiffness, through blood stream. Rewell in yard. 2,000 feet sew
land do you want to buy with
duces uric acid and speeds soothing,
timber. Possession at once. Easy
analgesic action to all pain wracked
5 rooms and bath? 8/10 of mile
C.
Kelley
terms.
Real
Morse,
muscles and Joints. New "Filmfrom Princeton city limits.
Estate Agency,Princeton. 23-1tp
Coated" compound, called Ar-Pan23-1tp
Write P. 0. Box 874.
Ex, Is available at
WANTED: 300 METHODISTS.
CORNER DRUG STQRE
New
built,
standard
UL:
.
BEAUTIF
Where? In Sunday School.
factory guaranteed spinet pi-1 When?• Beginning December 10
anos. Price from $449.00. Used
How Long? Till God calls ;jou
pianos from $89. These special
home.
23-4tc
low prices will end Dec. 23.
FOR SALE: A few pure bred
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
Duroc Boarr. 25 cents per
213-3tc
Hopkinsville.
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Of course he wears Florsheim Shoes
and of course he buys them here, so
we have a record of his size and
favorite style. So just present him
with a Florsheim Gift Certificate •
aid we'll do the rest/

Priiceton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

Yes! We Have

Galoshes

AND OVERSHOES FOR ALL
Ladies' & Children's 2 Snap All Rubber

41

.;

1

SPECIAL!

.95

Sizes 4 to 10
•••••••••1444444.4

B Men's 4 Bkl. Light Weight Dress

$3.951:GALOSHES
ZIPPER JACKETS 1295
Sizes 4 to 10

S

Men's Capeskin Leather
Sizes 36 to 44

$1.98 - - Children's
$2.49 ---- Ladies'
Ladies' or Boys'

Ea

UMBRELLAS

GUM BOOTS

$3.95

1.25s SWEAT SHIRTS
B Men's Heavy

. . . from our collection .. . sure to put you in the holiday nioo,i
available at . .
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give:

do nut overlook the asscrni. •
...'services of the finest designers .
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we've Paul Sachs .. Jean Lang . . . Monica Originals
Nardis of Dallas . .. Juliette Frocks
shop
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Christmas Dresses
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exclusively yours
incorporated
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Red Front Stores

XMAS TREE LIGHTS
(WHILE THIS STOCK. LASTS)

69c per set
$1.79 " /I
$1.49
$1.98

8-Light Series
Bubble Lights
Indoor (multiple set) ,
•
Outdoor Lights

BULBS FOR ALL LIGHTS

TOYS
Boxing Gloves, Cash Registers, Tool Sets,
Pin Ball Games, Footballs, Basketballs, Blocks
and Erector Sets.
$3 and $5 t
Electric Football Game
$6.98
Sleds, 55 inch
$4.98
Sleds, 41 inch
$4.95 tt
Red Ryder BB Guns
Plenty of BB Shot
$3.95 to $11.95
Tricycles, "Junior" all sizes
$1.19 to $ 7.95
Wagons, all sizes
and bell • $3.29
brake
light,
with
Trains, wind-up

No. 2 can
CORN, Morristown, Wh. Cr. Style
Co. Gent. No. 2 can
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale, Mustard
or Turnip No.2 can
SA U ER KRAUT, Scott County
. iNo. 2 can
ORANGE Il'ICE, Heart of Florida
46 oz. can
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz. jr
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. Str.
411 os. can
CHERRIES, Burnette Farm, red
No. 2 can
sour pitted
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross
2 pkgs.

0,

LJ

1k

'GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Heart
46 es. can
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's.
16 oz. jar

LIMA BEANS, Green River
2 No. 2 cans . .
1 0(
TOMATO JUICE, Warner,.
,46 us. can
33(
CORN,'White Cream Style
No. 2 can ,
25(
PORK St BEANS, BrOok's
151, oz. can
29(
DAISY CIIEESE, Wisconsin, full
cream
lb.
19(
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2 lb. box
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
141,
/s oz. can
111(
22 os. can
JR HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
CLOVER LEAVES COOKIES, Sunshine
No. 202 pkg.
small pkg.
I I V•

170

•

lireariersarsenuarwerserserearsoriertialowerwirsarbwIerwrienartoseirliele

1

/9

CABBAGE, Firm Heads
II lbs.

49/

YELLOW ONIONS,
10 Ibs.

15c
COCOANUTS, nice size, each
STORES
FRONT
FRESH OYSTERS IN ALL RED

MEAT SPECIALS
FIELD'S READY TO EAT PICNICS
4 to 6 lb. average, lb. . . 39c

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

Juniors
Play Deco
Junior class
will prettily% a
Of Ghosts", in
on Th
14, begin
a announced.
4 •

Re

0117ISTIO
irtao
Industry
that the
"Can

17

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

MANY OTHER ITEMS AT

"Where Your $1. Hove More Cents"

/3

39c

Bicycles, Fire Trucks, Tractors (pedal type), 14
Cars (pedal type)

Auto Associate 1
Store

2121

19flf

MIXED NUTS, lb.
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White or Grey

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE

Shoulders,
champion,
' nt which
guest of the

Thousands of Dollars Worth of Beautiful Dolls Are Being Given
Away Absolutely Free at Your Red Front Stores - - - Please Inquire
County
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18EA
Scott
NG. 2
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DORSA ORIGINALS
MINX MODES
BOBBIE BROOKS
GAL GIBSON
MARY
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